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SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT

Following IGARCH (1, 1) methodology, the study on S & P CNX nifty futures

shows that creditworthiness, trading margin, and price discreteness are market making signals,

which have an important role as decision-making signals. Through these signals, investors will

be able to infer the market knowledge and accordingly participate in trading for efficient

retums.

It is empirically observed that there is a positive relationship between the trading

price and number of market lots that has been traded. However, with negative creditworthiness

the number of market lots has negative impact on trading transactions in all trading hours'

Therefore, the price discreteness has a negative impact on trading transactions.

It is empirically observed that there is a direct relationship between the trading

price and the total money supply (M*) and thus the trading transaction. Increase in total

money supply increases money supply in derivatives market gradually until the last trading

hour. In return, the total money supply is negatively related with the creditworthiness of

market participants. [n this case, the efficient inter-bank call rate is necessary to maintain the

trading margin for efficient trading transaction and thus returns.

In addition to the above results, it is seen that the price elastici ty is la. I l I 71, which

shows that the transaction is inelastic leading to noncompetitive nature. Here the inequality
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between the marginal revenue and marginal cost is observed. Thus, with the monopoly power

09 nifty is neither pure nor perfect competitive market. As a result, adverse selection effect on

valuation, resource mobilization, and fiading direction exists. The competitive profit

maximization is not achieving for the nifty futures restricting the market efficiency' and

transparency. Hence, the asymmetric information in nifty trading withstands. However. this is

expected that in course of time nifty futures will evolve into a compeitive market leading to

efficient valuation.

Place : Dharwad

Date : December 3I, 2008.
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INTRODUCTION

The Indian futures trading system exists with passive day orders through the

hierarchy of clearing members, branch managers, dealers, brokers and sub-brokers.

Depending on the valid order entry in the market, clearing entities execute orders with

clearing and settlement process. Here apart tiom the leveraging activities of derivatives

instruments, one can benefit from both a downturn as well as an upturn market situation.

Therefore, one can make money in both bull and bear market situations. However, the pathetic

situation is that the above opportunity is not available to all of the market participants like

investors, dealers, brokers, sub-brokers and market operators. This is also not easily and

conveniently accessible to the retail investors. This leads to the autonomy, accountability, and

transparency issues. In this context, the trading behaviour in asymmetric information situation

is matter of concern.

The market participants' trading behaviour affects the market making. Hence, it is

pertinent to understand their strategies. These market strategies have a direct bearing on

valuation. Moreover, the informational gap among the market participants is a cause of

concern.

In rhis context, studies like, the job market signaling (Spence, 1973 and 1974), the

financial incentive signaling approach (Ross, 1977), the signaling hypothesis test on Harris

and Raviv (1985) by Acharya (1988), and signaling in insurance market by Rothschild and

Stiglitz (1976), are relevant. The 'lemon'effect on market making (Akerlof, 1970), 'learning

process through the signaling instruments' suggested by Miller (2002), and the market making

analysis with order flow (Schultz,2003) are significant other contributions in this context.

Chung et. al, (1999) have examined the role of the limit order traders' intraday

competitiveness, in limit order placements and executions. Chow et. al, (2002) have

examined the various aspects of trading behaviour and found that both the institutional traders

and individual traders supply liquidity in Taiwan stock exchange. The institutional traders do

not trade on margin. Bondarenko and Sung (2003) have concluded in their paper that the



market makers wish to trade against the market trend when the realized depth of the limit

book is significantly lower than the critical value and vice versa.

Naresh (2006) has found that in National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (NSE,), the

market participants are not satisfied with the margining, cross-margining, minimum contract

size, transaction tax, physical settlement, and eligibility requirement for the introduction of

new derivatives. However, they are satisfied with the existing systems like the investors'

protection, position limits, contract on the new indices, and use of derivatives by mutual

funds.

Prasanna Kumar and Supriya (2005, 2007a and 2007b) have found that the

signaling devices like efficient order entry system and efficient valuation are necessary to

make a signaling equilibrium at NSE futures market. Through these informational norms, they

have defined and measured the market activities like hedging, speculation, and arbitrage. It is

observed that the market is not achieving the hedging, speculation and arbitrage positions

efficiently. Therefore, futile trading and inconsistent profit maximization exist, suggesting the

monopoly character of the market.

PERCBPTUAL APPROACH

Considering all of the above literature, this study has focused on the quest for

strong or weak signals at the Indian futures market (CAX nifty). In this case queries for the

study are; (i) on the definition and analysis of the signaling instruments or informational

norms in derivatives market. (ii) on the relationship between the market participant's trading

strategy and the above signals or informational norrns and (iii) on the impact of the market

participant's trading behaviour on market makings in relation to the market signals.

To justify and analyze the above queries, this study has conducted the fieldwork

through survey method with prepared questionnaires (Appendr.r A). This survey is carried out

for Hubli-Dharwad (Karnataka, lndia) city where this geographical area consists of twenty-one

NSE nifty traders' samples. The total sample consists of six NSE F&O sub-brokers,

2
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fourteen investors who are actively trading at NSE futures and options through Kotak
Securities Ltd' and one independent investment consultant. Based on the responses to the
questionnaires, the analysis on the above queries follows below.

The survey result shows that 50 per cent of sub-brokers and 53 per cent of
investors are aged about 2 I to J0 years (Appendix A). Regarding education, 50 percent of sub-
brokers are graduates and rest of them is posrgraduates where as, 67per cent of investors are
graduates and 50 per cent of them are post-graduates. From this one can conclude that both
sub-brokers and investors are educated enough for any kind of market trading. However, in the
NSE F&o market, 67 per cent of sub-brokers have done professional courses related to the
securities and derivatives market. About 83 per cent of sub-brokers have relevant training in
these areas' About 67 per cent of investors have not done any professional courses on
securities and derivatives market, and sadly, 73 per cent of them do not have any training in
these areas' It suggests the need for emphasizing on appropriate education and training for
investors to trade efficiently in this market.

lt is observed that -l-? per cent of sub-brokers have 5 years of trading experience in
the securities market .About 16 per cent have experience above 15 years. The remaining 50
per cent have 5-15 years experience. [t indicates that the sub-brokers may have an advanrage
over the individual investors because of this experience. In the case of trading in the
derivatives market, 50 per cent of the sub-brokers have over i years of trading in the
derivatives market. About 3J per cent of investors have J-5 years of derivatives market tradrng
experience' In the derivatives market also, the sub brokers appear to have an edge because of
their experience.

ln addition, 33 per cent of sub-brokers have less than 100 clients and 67 per cent
have over /00 clients. Also 8-l per cent of sub-brokers have the expectation that participation
of the total number of clients in both securities and derivatives markets will increase. As fhr as
trading volume is concerned, 50 per cent of NSE F&o sub-brokers are trading with daily
nifty trading volume worth of 50, 00, 000 INR. About 17 per cenr of NSE F&o sub-brokers
are trading with daily nifty trading volume worth of gc 00, 000 INR.
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The demographics suggest that the derivatives market consists of fairly well

educated. rational, and informed market participants. The Indian derivatives market is about

eight years old. There is a possibility that trading in derivatives may see a rise in the near

future. Given the volatility reported in the securities market across the globe it is natural that

derivatives would be used for hedging. Therefore, the derivatives market is likely to witness

more trading and client participation.

Majority of the sub-brokers (67 per cent) have opined that they have comfortable

trading relations with other market participants like dealers, brokers, and investors. In

addition, 33 per cent of them have agreed that the daily nifty trading volume is enough for

ensuring profit.The remaining respondents \.vere non-committal on this issue. .In addition, all

sub-brokers have agreed that daily open interest for nifty trading is not enough for assuring the

profit. However, 80 per cent of investors have opined that daily nifty trading volume is

sufficient to assure profit .Where as 47 per cent of them have opined that daily open interest is

not sufficient to assure proht. Considering these inconsistencies, the question that arises is

what factors affect the trading volume.

From the responses, it is observed that 8-7 per cent of sub-brokers and 67 per cent

of investors have agreed that the trading volume and open interest heavily depeld on the

geographically local market. It is observed that local trading is preferred to out of state and

foreign trading. In addition, 50 per cent of sub brokers and 73 per cent of investors expressed

that online trading is convenient. Since trading preference is localized, there is a need for local

advertisements for nifty trading. This will provide necessary information and knowledge about

financial instruments like futures and options and their underlying variables (FUTIDX,

OPTIDX elc.). This will have a reach on grass-root traders.

About 50 per cent of sub-brokers and 33 per cent of investors have said that all the

passive orders are executed. About 83 per cent of sub-brokers and 80 per cent of investors

have said that all the passive orders are executed through the front end of Regular Book.

Again, 83 per cent of sub-brokers have agreed that good-till-day orders are prefelable than

other types of orders like day, good-till-cancelled and fill-or-kill orders. Where as, 53 per cent
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of investors have not reported any such preference. The difference in preferences implies an

information gap on the nature and functioning of orders in the market.

In addition, 73 per cent of investors have opined that it is easy to trade with market

orders than limit orders where as only 17 per cent of sub-brokers have agreed to the same.

Therefore, according to investors, the limit price is seldom realized in the market. Where as,

according to the majority of sub-brokers immediate best price is not available in the market.

Therefore, they prefer limit orders. From this, we can conclude that the nifty price rarely

reflects its true value. Therefore, asymmetric information exists in the market. In addition, 80

per cent of investors and 50 per cent of sub-brokers have agreed that order executions face

basis risk with different costs. This is because of the marked difference between spot and

futures price. This indicates the existence of inefficient order executions.

Most of the respondents have responded that submission of both market and limit

orders are high during the initial and in-between initial and last periods of nifty trading. In

these trading periods, 68 per cent of respondents have said that there are large number of

hedgers. Moreover, 78 per cent of them have reported hedging experiences with futile trading.

In this context, the question on 'hedging effectiveness' for nifty futrrres trading arises.

In addition, all sub brokers and 67 per cent of investors have said that large number

of speculators exists. Moreover, 84 per cent of sub brokers and 67 per cent of investors report

speculation experiences with futile trading. Therefore, the question on 'rational speculation'

for nifty futures trading arises.

Almost all the respondents have said that 'arbitrage' does exist. The transaction

cost is well adjusted with it. In other words, at the delivery of underlying asset the impact cost

is well adjusted with the futures price, which converges to spot price through the settlement

price. However, the issue of increasing or decreasing rate of transaction or impact cost in

relation to the rate of market or limit order submission exists.



At NSE F&O market, the tick size is enough for trading activities. This is what 8J

per cent and 73 per cent of both sub-brokers and investors have agreed. In addition, 67 per

cent and 73 per cent of sub brokers and investors have agreed that the present tick size is

enough to place market or limit orders. Most of the respondents have said that the tick size

affects the submission of market and limit orders and vice versa. The tick size and hence the

tick value for placing market and limit orders is high during the initial periods of the nifty

trading than other periods of trading. In this case, most of the investors' responded that the

tick size is under the control of both clearing and trading members. Thus, the tick size and

hence the tick value is one of the important variables which determines the trading volume

and hence the trading profit.

Majority of the respondents have said that the tick size is very much related with

the trading margin .Sub brokers observed that all types of margin are at the satisfactory level.

In this study. 60 per cent of the investors are not ready to accept that all margins except initial

margin are at the satisfactory level. Hassles in margin trading are experienced according to 53

per cent of investors. This is in spite of facilities like assurance of brokerage commission,

availability of resources from call money market etc.

Market participants usually have access to the call money market. This is agreed to

by 50 per cent and 60 per cent of sub-brokers and investors respectively. Most of the

respondents have said that there is 100 per cent fund availability through call money markets

to depository participants and clearing banks. They feel that the call money rate may be an

alternative to the bank rate for borrowing and lending financial resources for investment

purposes.

MARKET MAKING SIGNALS

The survey conducted threw some interesting insights. About 50 per cent of the sub

brokers opined that they preferred to submit the limit and market orders during the initial

period of nifty trading. In the opinion of 50 per cent of the sub-brokers, the frequency of

submission of orders affects the tick value. Moreover,6T per cent of them expressed

6



satisfaction at the current tick size. The number of ticks for placing limit and market orders is

high during the initial period of nifty trading according to 67 per cent of the respondents.

Again, 67 per cent of respondents opined that the initial margin is appropriate.

Considering these observations, it can be premised that they may have some

signaling effect.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to understand the relationship between the

dependent and independent variables. In this case, 'trading volume' is considered as the

dependent variable. It signals market making and its functioning. For example. using

corporate announcements like earning announcement as scheduled one and acquisition, target.

and Moody's bond rating change announcement as unscheduled one, Chae (2005) has found

that trading volume decreases significantly to information asymmetry prior to scheduled

announcement and increases significantly to information asymmetry prior to the unscheduled

announcement. Considering trading volume as dependent variable and regressing with the

independent variable firm size i.e. in terms of market capitalization, Chae (2005) has found

the significant and positive estimated slope coefficient. This rmplies that information

asymmetry affects the trading behaviour before schedule announcement. In this regression,

average bid-ask spread is used, as the independent variable and the result is that the

correlation estimator is negative and significant. Therefore, having components like

order-processing costs, inventory holding costs, and adverse selection costs, the bid-ask

spread variable is negatively related with the trading volume. This implies that there is the

information symmetry before announcement.

Chae (2005) has also found that the informed market makers raise price sensitivity

before all the corporate announcements. This implies that market makers are extracting the

timing information from their order books. On the other hand, the liquidity traders do not have

the correct information embedded in prices and trading volume before unscheduled

announcements. These findings lead for the questions like what is the relationship between the

timing information and trading volume, and what makes market makers increase price

sensitivity before all types of announcements (p.44 I )?

7



Like the above study, here trading volume is considered as the dependent variable.

Time of submission of limit orders, tick size, frequency of submission of orders, number of

ticks, and the initial margin are considered as independent variables. The analysis is based on

the responses of the sub brokers. Five null hypotheses are framed and tested. The results are

discussed below (Table 1).

H1: There is no relationship between the time of submission of limit order and the

trading volume.

The sub-brokers are classified into three groups based on the trading volume. The

first group consists of sub-brokers reporting trading volume S 20, 00,000 /NR. This category

is considered as poor trading performance. The second group consists of sub-brokers reporting

trading volume 20, 00,001 to 50, 00.000 INR. This category is considered as fair trading

performance. The third group consists of sub-brokers reporting trading volume 50, 00,001 to

80,00,000 /NR. This category is considered as good trading performance. Three time-periods

for submission of linut order is considered. They are initial period, between period and last

period. The result indicates that the submission of limit order is high during the initial period

of niftv trading. It indicates that there is a significant relationship between the time of

submission of limit order and the trading volume. About 60 per cent of the variance in trading

volume is explained by the time of submission of limit order.

H2: There is no significant relationship between the tick size and the trading

volume.

Results indicate there is a significant relationship between the tic size and the

trading volume. About 47 per cent of the variance in trading volume is explained by the tick

size.

H3: There is no significant relationship between frequency of submission of orders

and the trading volume.

8



H': Time of submission of limit order
Source Sum ofSquares Df Nlean

Square
F Sig.

Between Groups
Within Groups (error)

1.500
1.333

I
4

1.500

.333
4.500 .l0l

Total 2.833 5
42 =0.595

H,: Tick Size

-Bet*een 

Goups L333 I L333 3.556 -132

Within Croups (error) 1.500 4 .375
Total 2.833 5

fi2 =o'q75

H3: Frequency of submission oforders
Between Groups

Within Groups (error)
1.500

L333
1

4
1.500
.333

4.500 .l0l

Total 2.833 5 i2 =0.530

Hr: Number of ticks
Between Croups

Within Croups (error)
1.333

r.500
I

4
L333
.375

3.556 t32

Total 2.833 5
42 =o.q'l t

Hs: Initial margin
Between Croups

Within Groups (error)
2.083

;750
I
4

2.083
.r88

ll lu .029

Total 2.833 5 fiz --o.tts

Table l: Analysis of Variance

Results indicate there is a significant relationship between the frequency of

submission of orders and the trading volume. About 53 per cent of the variance in trading

volume is explained by the frequency of submission of orders.

Ha: There is no significant relationship between number of ticks and the trading

volume.

Results indicate there is a significant relationship between the number of ticks and

the trading volume. About 47 per cent of the variance in trading volume is explained by the

number of ticks.

9
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H5: There is no significant relationship between initial margin and the trading

volume.

Results indicate there is a significant relationship between the initial margin and

the trading volume. About 74 per cer.t of the variance in trading volume is explained by the

initial margin.

Therefore, the time of submission of limit order, tick size, frequency of submission

of orders, number of ticks, and the initial margin have the signaling effect on trading volume'

Based on these market-making signals the conceptual framework follows here.

THE CONCEPIUAL FRAMEWORK

The conceptual framework for the study is that how the creditwonhiness and price

discreteness affect the limit order market and retum. The retum is calculated and maintained

in relation to the tick value. The tick value determines the trading volume in terms of tmding

transaction and thus the profit. The tick value is obtained by multiplying tick size with the

contracr size, where the contract size is determined by the multiplication of the nifty price and

its market lots or depth. Therefore, the tick value influences the price steps or price

discreteness i.e. the value of minimum unit for price change, considering the rate of

submission of limit orders. Here, the trading margin and the brokerage commission influence

the submission of limit orders. If the trading margin is maintained then the trading will be

ensured for next contract time-period. Otherwise. liquidity in the market is affected. Thercfore.

the optimal tick value is the matter of concern in nifty trading. This is because this considers

the tick size and hence the price discreteness, which is one of the imponant factors that

influence the nifty price formation.

In this context, Bali and Hite (1998) have argued that 'cum-to-ex-day stock price

changes are rounded to the tick below the dividend amount. If the dividend is not a multiple of

the minimum tick size, the price will fall by less than the full amount of the dividend when it

goes ex-dividend (cited in Graham et. al., 2003)'. That is, greater tick size leads to Iower
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Here, returns i.e. trading-price-value ratio (TV,) is definedi as;

TV1= lYr,- Days Closin g Prtce(DCP) ...(l)
Average Money Value (AMV')

Where, AMV =
Total Trading Value(TtY)

Total Trading Quanrity(ttO)

The total money value of business that took place in the market during the day

The total numberof contractson which basiness took place during the day

From Equation (l), it can be observed that the closing price is the last half an hour

weighted average price of the contract. The closing price may bias the trading-price-value

ratio due to market frictions. The closing price is different from the trading price. Trading

price is that last price at which the contract is traded with less noise. Therefore. closing price

and trading price are different to each other by their nature, definition, and function.

The total money value of the business that took place in the market during the day

reflects the money supply. The total numberof contracts on which business took place during

the day reflects the trading transaction at nifty futures market. This transaction is assumed to

proxy the total output in the market. [n other words, the AMV is equal to the total money

supply divided by the transactions at nifty futures market. Where, the total money supply is

the money supply x velocity. Therefore, AMV is equal to the general price level at nifty

futures. Since, nifty constitutes around 75 per cent of the total output (from financial sector)'

this AMV is the proxy for the general price level in the economy. In this case, the real rate of

interest i.e. real return to money is the matter of concern.

In financial economics world, Irving Fisher hypothesis has brought revolution

having its own importance and implications. The central contribution of the Fisher hypothesis

' Prasanna Kumar (2005), the Ph. D. Thesis
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is that in the long run the real rate of interest is approximately constant which is determined by

the time preference and changes in the nominal rate of interest. In tum. this reflects the

movement in the rate of inflation in one-for-one relation domain. However, in the real ivorld

economy Fisher hypothesis is questioned. This is because; some empirical studies show that

there is an approximate relationship between the nominal rate of interest and inflation.

However, this is not practical as far as the real world is concem.

Carmichael and Stebbing (1983) have argued that the Fisher hypothesis only deals

with the financial data. Assumptions like, the margin of substitutability between money and

financial assets and the financial assets and capital exists. In this case, they have argued that if

these two margins will become close to each other, the reluctance of the data to support fisher

hypothesis is Iess paradoxical.

To validate this argument Carmichael and Stebbing (1983) have proposed the

Inverted Fisher Hypothesis (IFI,, where a logical inconstancy of the real rate of interest does

exist. This /FH states that the real rate of interest is inversely related with inflation where, the

nominal rate of interest is constant. This is because, first, the Fisher hypothesis, considers the

influence of the individual time preference. In turn, this affects the marginal product of the

capital. Second, there is a negligible implicit payment on the holding of money. As a result,

the nominal rate of interest is too low causing negative inflation. This leads to the inverse

relationship between the real rate of interest and the inflation. Third, the effect of the tax

variable is ignored in Fisher hypothesis. In reality. the after-tax rate of interest only enters into

the individual's income. In turn, the individual's economic activities and behaviours are

determined.

Therefore, considering these three variables i.e., time preference, regulation, and

tax, they have argued in favour of the high substitution between money and financial assets.

This is because, apart from the medium of exchange, these two assets have very similar risk

characteristics. Obviously, in this situation, the nominal rate of interest is constant because of

the high substitutability between them. Individual also used to alter these assets frequently in

the financial markets. Since the inflation is more negative with constant nominal rate of
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interest, there is the inverse relationship between inflation and the real rate of interest. In other

words, the real return to money has the one-for-one inverse relation with inflation i.e. the

general price level.

On this aspect, Demirgiig-Kunt and Huizinga (1998) have found that the inflation

is associated with the higher realized interest margins and higher profitability. The mechanism

is that inflation entails lhe higher costs i.e. more transactions, extensive branch networks and

the higher income from bank float. Therefore, there is positive relationship between the

inflation and the bank profitability, which shows that the bank income increases because of

inflation rather than its costs.

However, here one question arise like, does this positive relationship talk about the

real value of the bank? May be absolute value (by monetary units) increases due to inflation

but not the real value. Because, the real value depends on the relationships among other

variables Iike velocity, transactions, derivatives index values etc Demirgiig-Kunt and

Huizinga ( 1998) have argued that in developing countries, the interest rates arc associated with

the higher interest margins and profitability. This shows that in developing countries demand

deposits are being paid a zero or below the market interest rates.

All of the above logic is well captured by the trading-price-value ratio (i e 'TV,')

i.e. return to money in the Indian financial market. In this case, the assumption is that there is

the 'regulation' on demutualized derivatives market particularly on futures market. This'IV,'

is defined by the ratio of closing pice to AMV. To make it as real rate of return, this latio is

deducted from the nominal rate of money return. Since there is the high substitutability

between money and financial assets, the nominal rate of retum is zero, positive or negative'

Thereby, the real retum to money is zero, positive or negative. However, if the nominal rate of

return is not strictly zero, then the real rate of retum will be positive, negative or zero. In

equation:
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N' _ DCP, AMV

+TV,t =i^t-TV, =r^,-#

?TV,,, = i,

... (2)

Where. TV,., - real trading-price-value ratio at time 'r', i,r = flominal return to

money,andirr=realreturntomoney. Inthiscase, rv,., >o, TV,.,<0, or, TV,,=0.

According to the quantity theory of money, total money supply is equal to the

product of price, and transaction. That is MV = PI, where 'M' is the money supply, 'V' is the

total money circulation or velocity of money, 'P' is price level and '7" is the transaction'

Transaction represents how many times the total final product (in monetary units) is traded

with the existing market price level. In the economy, this transaction may be representative of

the total income. This is because: while adding each units of transaction, we will derive the

total income in the economy (Mankiw. 2003). Therefore, this transaction is the proxy tbr the

total income or the national income (I'). Hence, in the above equation, the national income is

equal to the product of total money supply and velocity, divided by the price level. In

equation;

T=MV =Y
P

I

=T =Y =V1
/MV

.. . (3)

Here. the denominator part of the Equation (3) is nothing but the real return to

money in the nifty futures market. Therefore, in the economy as well as in financial market,

the total transaction or income is equal to one divided by the real return to money. That isl
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7.=Y =-)- ...g11
TV. ,

In day-to-day trading, if the value of 'TV,., ' is less than one but positive

(i.e.0 < TV,,< 1), then the total transaction will be greater than one. Here, the market will be

bener off in reinvestment for the future profit. This is becauset the ratio of one to 'TV,., ' (i.e.

the ratio of closing price to AMV, which is the proxy for the price level) is high. Therefore, the

incentives to trade take place and thereby the reinvestment and super normal protit takes

place.

In contrast, if the value of 'TV,.t' is greater than one ( 7V.., > l), the total

transaction will be less than one. In this case, market will be worse off in reinvestment. In

addition, if 'TY,.,' is equal to one, then the total transaction will be equal to one. Here, the

incentives for business and transaction motives will be balanced for the future reinvestment at

normal profit in day-to-day trading business.

In addition, this study has accepted the altemative five hypotheses from ANOVA. In

this case, NSE market makers have agreed that the margining system is one of the important

market characteristics, which is determining the trading volume and thereby profit. The total

trading volume is the proxy for the total transaction. Therefore, the relationship between the

retum i.e. total transaction and trading margin including total money supply, tick value and

hence the price discreteness is the matter of concern. AII of these arguments are reported in

Figure (l), where the market making signals and frictions are determining the trading

behaviour through the buy and sell limit orders. In this case, transaction is the function of

creditworthiness and trading margin through the above market making signals.
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Figure l: The Conceptual Framework

OBJECTTVES

with the above literature, perceptual and market making signals analysis, and

conceptual framework, the objectives for the study are;

l. To observe the rate of market participation,

2. To evaluate and assess the valuation in the derivatives market,

3. To assess the price discreteness and its optimality, and

4. To analyze financial-resource utilization by the bank-custodian depository

participants.

Trading behaviour through the
above signals

Rerurns = Trading-Price-value Ratio or Transaction

Total Nloney Supply
(M1)
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METHODOLOGY

TheIGARCHtwo-Stagemodelisusedforthisstudy.TheGARCHmodelsof

Bollerslev (1986 and 1987), Bollerslev et. al. (1988), two-stage GARCH model of Hiraki et' al'

(1995) and rwo-sra ge IGARCH model of Prasanna Kumar and Supriya (2005' 2007a and

2007b) are followed. The variables for the empirical study are transaction (1"" i'e' trading

return), trading margin (M,), total money supply (M j,), impact cost (C,), number of market lots

(Mii.e.market depth and trading pice(Tp)z.The IGARCH (1, 1) model3 follows here'

Inthefirststage,thetradingtransactiondependsonthetradingmargin.Thisis

because, unless the trading margin is maintained, the particular order may not be executed' So'

the trading margin is one of the impo(ant determinants of the profit maximization' Therefore'

from Equation (4), national output or transaction is defined with '7V,., 
" 

The nominal rate of

interest i.e. the inter-bank call rate is used to calculate the real rate of trading return and thus

the value of national output and transaction'

Herethelong-runrelationshipbetweenfuturesandspotreturnexistswherethe

causality between the call rate and spot price also exists' In addition' Prasanna Kumar (2008)

has estimated and found that the long run-relationship between futures and spot return does

exist in relation to the inter-bank call rate. Therefore, the causality between the call rate and

spot price for derivatives market does exist. Panda (2008) has also looked into this issue and

empirically found the same result for other long-term and short-term interest rates' which

influencethefinancialmarket,particularlythestockandderivativesmarket.

ffitermine_dequilibriumpricewheretherisk-freefinancingrate(inter.bankcall
rare) is already used in,t.'.oi.uro,lon of,r,'. Therefor" in truaing mechanism, this equilibrium trading price is

the risk-neutral and reference independent variable. n.r. 
"srr"p,iJn 

is that by the last hours i'e' /5:J0 /s1" of the

trading all informed *alf.., f*ii.ifon,, ,. *itt symmtt'lc market information where volatile and chaotic

trading does not exist.

' This t*o-sta ge IGARCH (/, .l) model follows the functional form of log-linear regression model' without

changing the theories ano .*pi.i.ar results of earlier and similar derivatives studies' Here the optimal order i'e'

p=q=/andonelaglengthofthevariablesareaccepted.Forclarity.seePrasannaKumar(2008).
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Therefore, interest rates i.e. all geographically traded call rates like Mumbai and

Calcutta inter-bank call rates, 5-10 years govemment securities rates and /5-91 treasury-bill

rates are well related with the financial market and there by the economy. Hence, a long-run

relationship exists between these interest rates and derivatives market and thereby the

economy as a whole. Here, using Mumbai inter-bank call rate, the real rate of return is

calculated and thus the trading transaction.

Following Prasanna Kumar and Supriya (2007a,2007b), in the first stage, trading

transaction is modeled as the dependent variable where trading margin is the independent

variable. Here the total number of trades, which took place on the nifty instrument (FUTIDD

during the trading day, is considered as the proxy for the trading margin. This is because of

two reasons. First, NSE does not have ready-made data required for the research. Second,

unless the initial margin requirement is maintained, a particular trade will not take place. In

addition, this is the rule of the trading. So, one can easily assume that only those who have

sufficient level of other required margins with initial margin can trade. This is reflected by the

variable 'the total number of trades which took place on the nifty instrument (FUTID\ during

the trading day'. Here transaction is different from the total number of trades. Transaction

reflects as returns. The total numbers of contracts are derived from the total number of trades.

Therefore, this variable is considered as the proxy for the trading margin.

Here, the maintenance of the trading margin depends on the inter-bank call rate i.e.

the financing rate, which depends on daily volumes in call money market. This mechanism

relies on the total money supply in the economy. Therefore, the broad money (Mir) ultimately

determines the financial resources for nifty trading through the maintenances of the trading

margin. These trading margins heavily depend on the inter-bank call rate. This financing rate

is determined with the demand for and supply of the call money trading volumes. This volume

also depends on the availability and sufficient level of deposits like time deposits and narrow

money (Mt) in the economy. Here, the time deposit plus the nalrow money is the broad

money (M:r).
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While regressing the inter-bank call rate (i.e. 'i,,') on'Msl, the 'R2' is 0.5 and the

'A,' in the model 'ln in1 - 0o+ 0t ln Mtt * 4,' is significantly negative. In other words, if the

money supply decreases, then the inter-bank call rate increases and the volume of the ctill

money increases with efficient money stock utilization. This relationship does not hold true

for a rational economy.

In the above case, it seems that the lending to banks, depository participants, and

other financial institutions would increase. Since the trading margin has a direct relationship

with the call rate, this financing rate should be at appropriate level. In turn, the availability of

resources for reinvestment in nifty futures trading withstands. Here, if banks have low cost

lender then the supply of credit to relationship borrowers (investors) holds good.

The similar study for the U.S.A. economy is that if banks have the lower cost

lenders and there are no diseconomies in relationship lending, then the banklng reform will

enhance the entrepreneurial activity. In effect, the entrepreneurial activity concerning bank

competition, consolidation, and productivity, will have an impact on the financial market as

well as the economy as a whole (Black and Strahan, 2002). Nilsen (2002) has argued that with

the importance of the bank-lending channel, accounts payable to sales transactions trade credit

reduces the risk of precautionary cash of the firm by enhancing the interest bearing assets.

However, in this trade the product supplier has the major role than the financial intermediaries.

In this trading transaction process, there is the chance of late repayment, and pecuniary

penalties. This leads to the higher loan cost than the transactions trade credit cost. Therefore,

the firm at monetary constraint prefers for accounts payable to sales finance trade credit

against the loan or other types of credit.

From the Quarterly Financial Reports data and using Vector Autoregressive

Regressions model with macro variables like GDP, Fed fund-the Treasury bond rates,

inventory to sales, cash to sales and accounts payable to sales, Nilsen (2002) has found the

evidence that firms have the strong demand for credit at the early stage of tight money. The

accounts payable to sales increases for the small firms with the bank lending trade credit
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channel. Large firms also suffer from the monetary consrraints. 'When the firms are buffeted

by a demand shock, they do not have as large a safety margin as other firms and thus may use

trade credit to a greater extent'.

Through time series model and using the partial adjustment equation model, Nilsen

(2002) has found that rated firms have more access to the trade credit than the unrated firms

do. The accounts payable to sales ratio for rated firms are more than the unrated firms are.

Therefore, the transaction motive for transaction trade credit is more for them than the unrated

firms have. Interestingly the rated firms have the greater share of the purchase on credit from

their supplier than the unrated firms do. Therefore, these results show that firms are depending

on the use of finance trade credit.

Developing a two-period lending model Tassel (2002) has argued that the

information on borrowers' public credit hisrory and repayment capability are available from

one lender to another lender, which creates information extemalities. Therefore, the oPtimal

lender adopts the signal jamming strategy in credit market. That is, the optimal lender follows

the strategy of the first-period transaction costs for maintaining the high repayment rate and

the immediate second-period rent in terms of acquiring better client information. However,

this signal jammtng strategy is questionable in relation to the transactions costs palticularly for

developing countries like India.

From demand side, Yuan (2005) has focused on the credit constraint model, which

is the function of the stock price. The borrowing constraint arises at the falling stock price,

where this stock price is low relative to the fundamental values. Therefore, the borrowing

constrained informed investors may not be able to hold position on a falling stock to the lender

and thereby on the market information efficiency on stock price. Here, the endogenous

constraints on demand for financial resources carry the same intuition as endogenous

constraints on wealth. According to Yuan (2005), 'The financial constraint on informed

investor demand is stylized but realistic. For example, investors often establish margin

accounts with dealers. Let us assume the investor has a margin account for the risky asset and

the margin requirement is 307o. Ar the trading date. an investor's wealth consists of a position
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(long or short) in the risky asset (Q shares) and a position (long or short with a value of A) in

the risk free asset 0, = OF + A) . He can leverage up using the margin account O7qaW).'the

upper bound of his position in the risky asset is (1+707o)O +70VoA/F.which is endogenous

in price (P. 385)'.

In this context, with wealthfi.* =wo.rR+ Drli - RF), the borrowing constrained

informed investor demand is constrained with a set A = ! e n : y < n1F)}, n(F|=nfi*6.

Here,a>0,a<wi"p(t"+t,)t*;,n=riskfreeassetpays'R'units.P=priceoftherisky

asset, D/. = Agent 'k' hold(s) risky assets, f = payoff i.e. risky asset pays 'i ' units of the

single consumption good, i = noisy signal of the asset, p= risk aversion parameter,

wl'= wealth of unconstrained investor, and wi= wealth of constrained investor' In this

fictitious economy case, the equilibrium market condition is

*70,(t,Fr")+*:fr;(t,F*)=6'" *n"re. fir" -fi-w,,b,,(F) = supply of asset in the

economy.

With the above set up, Yuan (2005) has found that the uninformed investors'

demand is a non-liner function of the equilibrium price observing his optimal demand as a

fixed-point problem. The information structure variables exacerbate the unceltainty on the

uninformed investors' estimation problem on the underlying asset as these variables inUuence

the magnitude of information loss of constrained informed investors. When the information

effect dominates the substitution effect, the confusion may arise as a result the uninformed

investor demands more on the increased price of the stock and vice versa. In addition. from

borrowing constraint and information asymmetry two-risky-asset model, the contagion effect

is observed, where idiosyncratic shocks to one asset market affect the asset prices of unrelated

markets. In this context, Yuan (2005) has suggested that 'If falling prices inhibit borrorving

and the transmission of information through trading, government may intervene in the stock

market by providing liquidity and preventing borrowing constraints that could aggravate a

stock market crises or contagion'.
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In addition to the above, the Indian futures market has experienced that the optimal

hedge ratios for bank nifty and nifty futures are negative. This indicates that the Indian futures

market is an imperfect one. (Prasanna Kumar, 2008). Therefore, for efficient financial market.

the call rate should be at an appropriate level for resource diversification. generation, and

utilization. All the above studies are with the evidence of the linkage between the financial

market and the economy. With these justifications. the present study follows the IGARCH

(1, /) model specificationa as;

T,

h,

=Fo+f,M,+prw,+u
= do * a,ul-, + arh,-, n: a,r,1-, 

"' tt)

Equation (5) contains both the mean and variance trading return where the

independent dummy variable 'w,' is included in the mean equation to measure the

creditworthiness position in the market. The positive impact of this creditworthiness is

considered in variance returns. Theory suggests that the credit or lending in the economy

should be at an appropriate level for best use of money stock. Therefore, in variance

regression, square of one lag of 'w,= wl-,' is included as an independent variable where, both

d, and d, represents the error term and creditworthiness effect in variance return equation.

Here, '7,' depends on'Mi and 'l'v,', where 'w,' = I if creditworthiness position for investment

holds and 'wi= 0 otherwise.

Considering the above model with E (u,) = 0' the mean value of the

creditworthiness position is E (Tt lM,, *, = I) = (fo + b + FilM) and alternatively the mean

value of lower opportunity to credit positionis E (Tt /M,, *, - 0) = B6+ plM,). These are the

endogenous conditional expected values of '7,' for all the market makers. In addition, the

mean effect of the creditworthiness is included as positive independent variable in the variance

o These relationships are explained with IGARCH (/, 1.) model where the model specifications are ao> 0, at 20,

a2 > 0, a j 2 0 and a7 + az =/. After several rigorous empirical estimations through the standard GARCH model, it

is seen that the specification at + a, < I does not hold for the Indian derivatives market. This is observed in

both the present study and previous studies. Therefore, the Integrated Ceneralized Autoregressive Conditionally
Heteroskedastic model is used. Hence, the variance return regression model is with the specification d1* a2=].
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retum the square ofone lag of 'w = w:-t'.In these situations, if the conditional expected

value is realized with significant level, then there is logical reason to measure and evaluate the

level of realization in relation to market making. This is estimated in the following second

stage ICARCH ( I, 1) model specification.

M t, = yot + yttu, ) + /2ru t _2 + y1.w 
t t + /!tT p, + TrL D, + €.t, 

... 16.,

h,, = 5or+ 6rrejr,-,+ irrhr,-r+ 6rrwl-,

In Equation (6, 7. and 8), market participants' exogenous conditional probabilistic

values are clustered with 'I' of nifty futures. Therefore, 'u,.t -- u, - tit ','ut.2= tL - Ltt.z',

'w,t = w, - w1.1' and 'rf-, =(*, - *,-r)'' are derived from the first stage regression and used

as independent variables in the second stage regressions. In this second stage model, the effect

of total money supply in the economy, the number of market lots i.e. the market depth on

transaction and impact cost is incorporated. This is because; trading transaction depends on the

broad money through the volume of call-money market. Here, the inter-bank call interest rate

is the significant factor that determines financial resources for investment in derivatives

market. Equation (6) shows the market determined equilibrium-trading price that provides

incentives to borow for investment purposes. Through this reference-trading price i.e. the

market determined risk free Price, the volume of borrowing or lending i.e. the financial

resources is utilized efficiently.

M t = /oz + Tt2u, -t + T22u, -2 * /rrw, -, + f 1,T p, + ysr; D, + r.,, 
... (7)

hr, = 6o, + 6rrei,, -, + 6 ,rhr, -, + Srrwl-,

From Equation (7), the impact of the number of market lots and hence the impact

of tick value and price discreteness on the nifty transaction can be assessed. Here depending

upon the equilibrium 'fp,' and considering the appropriate price discreteness, the appropriate

'Mtr' can be identified in the next day of the trading to either long or short for hedging in the
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nifty futures. Hence. the transaction is hedged efficiently where both the systematic and

unsystematic risks are reduced.

c, = Tot! Tnil,-r* Tztu,-z* Tttw,-r+ y43Tp,* %, jD, +6, 
... (g)

hr, = 6' + 6r,e i,-, + 6Bh),-t + 6rrwi.

The relationship between the impact costs and the risk-neutral trading futures price

is established. This is because; the daily last trading price motivates to reduce the losses in

trading and hence it ensures profitable transaction. In this context, one can observe the study

of Graham et. al. (2003). This study has examined the effect of transaction costs (bid-ask

spread) on premium and returns. Graham et. al. (2003) have found that as the transaction costs

falls, the ex-dividend day abnormal trading return does not rise significantly.

In all the mean equations, the dummy variables 'Di' ara modeled where 'i '

represenrs the trading hours of ,/ = the initial period of the nifty trading, 2 = in between the

initial and the last periods of trading and 3 = the last period of the nifty trading. These trading

hours affect the borrowing from banks and financial institutions or lending to the market

participants, number of market lots to be hedged, impact cost, and the trading transactions.

Therefore, with these three models in second stage IGARCH (/, 1), the exogenous conditional

probabilistic values for the first stage IGARCH (1, 1) dependent variable are measured and

evaluated.

In Equation (6, 7 and 8), '%, ', '/rr', and'/r. ' measures the percentage change in

total money supply in the derivatives market, number of market lots and impact costs for a

given percentage change in trading hours. In the same equations, '?u,', 'io,', and'i'u'

measures the percentage change in total money supply in the derivatives market, number of

market lots and impact costs for a given percentage change in trading price. Again,'i'r,',
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'/.,r', and ' /r., ' measures the percentage change in total money supply in the economy,

number of market lots and impact costs for a given percentage change in other exogenous

factor involved with creditworthiness.

Finally,'7,,','i,r','iu','/r.','?rr',and'/.,,'measuresthepercentagechange

in total money supply in the economy, number of market lots and impact costs for a given

percentage change in other exogenous factors like non-trading hours etc., which are detived

from the first stage estimation. All of these estimates affect the nifty trading transaction. In the

second stage of variance retum model, the effect of the positive independent creditworthiness

is modeled with other properties of IGARCH (1, /) model.

Therefore. in all Equations (l) to (8), both endogenous and exogenous conditional

probabilistic beliefs for market participants are measured for the study sample period. That is

retums (in monetary value) are maximized with creditworthiness and market making

characters. These two are counted for the trading motives that are inherited, generated'

initiated, and realized by all the market makers. Following empirical results are driving forces

to analyze, assess, and judge market making and creditworthiness for nifty futures with

signaling and screening equilibrium market model.

DATA

In this study, daily data are used. The National Stock Exchange ol India Ltd. has

provided these data. These daily data consist of 506 observations from December 02,2002 ro

November 30, 2004. ln total, 5,060 observations in the model, including the data for the

variables like 'i,,'s, 'DCP', 'TTV and'TTQ' that are used for this study. Monthly bload

money data are collected from RBf where these are used as daily data for that particular

5 tr,ww-rbi-ore-in
6 wtvw.rbi.ore.in
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respective month. Monthly nifty impact cost data are collected from NSE7, where these are

used as daily data for that particular respective monrh.

l,et us assume that the betas of each traded securities in NSE is one. During the

study period, the market lot on the nifty futures was 200. Therefore, nifty contract size is say

base price i.e. 1000 x 200 = 200. 000 INR. Now, assume that the total money value of the

business in particular nifty trading day reflects as the total money supply, which was traded to

sell or buy of nifty futures. Nifty market lots are bought or sold for long or short nifty position.

Therefore, depending on these market positions and market sentiments the returns in terms of

profit or loss is determined. Here, the movements of nifty influence these returns on market

positions. ln the first stage of the model, the nifty closing prices are used to evaluate the values

where as in the second stage of the model, it is assumed that the base value for nifty is 1000.

This is because; the impact of the number of nifty market lots, those are traded for hedging

purposes is calculated thereafter.

The tick value is equal to the multiplication of the tick size and the contract size.

Tick size is Re. 0.05, which is constant. The contract size is equal to the price of it multiplied

with the market lot, which is determined by NSE For hedging purpose, investor takes long

positions of this nifty to gain or cover the losses. In this case, appropriate 'lot size' and 'the

number of market lots' which are traded determines the appropriate tick-value-size ratio and

thus the transaction and profit. Therefore, the calculation for 'the number of the nifty market

lots (Mr) or contract size at base price' that has been traded in the market is 'the total money

value of the nifty business' divided by the value of one nifty market lot at nifty base prices.

Therefore. daily 506 observations for'M11' are calculated. Then in the two-stage modeling, the

impact of the tick-value-size ratio on transaction through the trading price and other

independent variables is focused. In all of the above models, logarithmic transformation lbr all

the variables takes place where the functional form follows the log-linear model.

1 www.nseindia.com
8 According to Circular No.: NSUF&O lOlOl2OOT , dated February 6, 2OO7 the nifty market lot is revised for 50
than the preceding 100 and 200 consecutively.
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In market, nifty futures contracts expire on the last 'Thursday' of each month. On

the Friday following the last Thursday, usually new contracts with a three-month expiry are

traded. Therefore, the day of the week 'Thursday Effect' rs represented as the contract

expiration effect on returns. This is because in an earlier study Prasanna Kumar and Supriya

(2005) have shown that there is the'Thursday Effect'on nifty trading. Badhani (2007) found

that there is a significant expiration-day effect of derivatives contracts on price and volume of

cash segment. The trading volume increases before and on expiration-day with increased

selling pressure from the arbitrageurs who liquidate their positions. This makes a falling price

situation. After expiration-day with conection process. again the trading.volume decreases and

the price increases. Choudhary and Choudhary (2008) have found that ( I ) '....the stock market

of Australia, USA, Japan, Singapore, Switzerland, and Korea exhibited significant highest

positive retum on Thursday'. (2) '90 per cent of markets studied across the world had highest

positive retum on the days other than Monday...' (3) In the Asia-Pacific region, only two

stock market i.e. India (SENSEX Index) and Japan could not accept the null hypothesis of

equal average returns across the trading day exhibiting statistically significant differences in

mean retums. This study is an additional argument to examine the 'Thursday Expiration

Effect' on nifty retums.

In addition, all Thursdays of a complete three-month nifty future contract are also

matter of concern when making decisions to hold the nifty contract at a particular market

position. This is because of the variability and instability in securities market. Therefore. in

this study period, the expiry Thursdays and all three-month Thursdays are assigned with

dummy values ,l and 0 otherwise. Here these dummy values have an impact on trading as the

proxy of credit availability. This is because without the financial resource either the contract

will expire before the time period or reinvestrnent will be difficult. This will affect liquidity in

the market.

To examine the impact of the time of submission of limit order i.e. trading hours,

dummy value of 1 is assigned with the following logic. During the initial and developing stage

ofthe nifty market (in between December 02,2002 to November.r0, 2004), each one third of

the study period is assigned with the durnmy value of 1. The first 1/J of the study period is for
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'the initial period of the nifty trading'. The second I/3 of the study period is for'in between

the initial and the last period of the nifty trading'. The remaining l/3 of the study period is for

'the last period of the nifty trading'. This is with the assumption that as the market matures

there is no random and asymmetric limit order submission.

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Before empirical estimation, the Granger, Geweke-Meese-Dent GMD and Sim

causality tests are conducted. These tests show that market margin and creditworthiness cause

the transaction. The trading price. and timings of limit order submission cause the total money

supply, the number of market lots traded and impact cost. This study also conducted the test

on the long-run relationship between the dependent and independent variables in both stages

of the IGARCH (1, /) model. It is estimated that dependent and independent variables are

perfectly contemporaneously correlated and cross-autocorrelation does not exist. Through the

Engle-Granger-2-step procedure, the coefficients of Equation (9) are estimated. Here, with

Tr, = Tr, - Trr-1, Mo = Mo-t, /Tr1 = Trt - T"t-2, /M, = Mu - Mo'2, /Tr1'1 = /Tn - /To't,

lMn-t = lMrt - /Mr,-t, and Ai., =Vrfi",-r*e,,, the nifty equilibrium correction or error

correction modele is,

Tn = F,o+ B,,,M 
", 

+ u",

LTn = 6,0 + 6rfrr-, + 6o2LTn-t + 6,rLM ,,-, + v",
... (e)

The equilibrium correction terrn '6,,ir-,' is included as independent variables in

Engel-Granger-2 step error corection model, where the cointegrating vector it(r -/.., - B,).

From Table (2), the estimated slope coefficient ' B,o' in the cointegrating regression is

negative and the estimated slope coeffic ient' p,,' in the cointegrating regression is with lower

e Bollerslev, Engle, and Wooldridge (1988), have stated that'.... a natural simplification is to assume that each

covariance depends only on its own past values and surprises. Throughout this paper we shall therefore, take

p = q = / and ... (p.120)'. This study is restricted at one lag length of variables same as Bollerslev, Engle, and

Wooldridge (1988). This study also assumes the need for the second lag length of variables for trading
transaction and margin. In latter stage ofthe study, these variables' logarithm transformations are considered.
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positive value and approaching to zero. From Table (2), one can observe that (r - i,* - B , ) it

close to unity. The DF I-test statistics on residuals with one lag is 124.01561 which, is greater

than the DF critical value l--1.4-il at lVo signifrcance level.

Therefore, the residual in Equation (9) is stationary in nature. The null hypothesis

of a unit root in the regression residual corresponding to the no cointegration case is rejectedl0.

Thus, the results indicate that transaction and trading margin variables are cointegrated. The

alternative hypothesis of unit root is thus accepted. Hence, the long-run relationship between

the transaction and trading margin holds good.

From Table (3) one can observe that the estimator '6,u' has a lower positive value

and is approaching zero. The estimated coefficients like '{, ' and '{r'suggest that the

endogenous factors affect the trading transaction. In other words, if the endogenous factors

rise by 1 per cent, on average, the trading transaction will rise by about 0.59 per cent.

Similarly, if the two lag of trading transaction rises by ./ per cent, on average. the trading

transaction will rise by about 0.50 per cent. This indicates that informed market participants

may take the information advantage in the market. That is, market participants will get better

profit if they will consider yesterday's trading transaction in relation to today's trading

transaction.

The estimator '4, ' is negative (Table 3). This shows that if the trading margin

rises by 1 per cent, on average, the trading transaction rises by about -7.5747e-09 per cent. In

other words, there is an inverse relationship between trading margin and transactions. In this

context, it appears that there is a need for appropriate lending policy in relation to the trading

transaction. Therefore, to achieve equilibrium and stable transaction, there is a need for

balanced and sustainable creditworthiness and appropriate level of trading margin fbr the

market participants.

I0 Empirically it is tested that other variables in second stage IGARCH (1, 1) model are stationary in nature.
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The first-stage regression estimation results are depicted in Table (4). The

skewness statistics is -0.28 at lVo significance level. The kurtosis statistics is 2.19 at }Vo

significance level. The Jarque-Bera statistics is 107.87 at07o signifrcance level. Therefbre, we

reject the null hypothesis that the residuals do follow the normality condition. Results show

the non-normality condition in the first-stage mean equation residuals. From Figure (2), it is

clear that the autocorrelated disturbance terms exhibit higher cluster around zero ranging from

-1 to +1.

Table 2: Cointegration test

Table 3: Estimated error correction model

' Therefore. the returns in terms of transactions are lower in volume and volatile in

nature. These results clearly show that autocorrelation exists. To ensure equilibrium and stable

transaction variance return, the Integrated Generalized Autoregressive Conditionally

Heteroskedastic model is applied.

Estimates
First Stase Model

Estimated value rvith constant

B,O

8,,

-2.7308e-04

1.1729e-08

DF test on residuals Test statistics

fi,, -24.0156

Estimates
First Stage Model

With constant
Estimated value ,-ratio

6,0

8",

o"2

8..

7.6298e-05

0.5912'

0.1999'

-7.574'7e-09

0.0692

23.5012

28.5740

-0.0806
i Significant at l?olevel.The present and the successive't'-test statistics are with two-tailed test.
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From Table (4), the constant slope coefficient 'Bo'i.e. -2.27 is significant ar 07o

level. This implies that the rate of transaction is changed by -2.27 vtirh the rate of change of

other factors. Significant estimated slope coefficients '7i 'and ' Pr' are negati're (i.e. -0.11 and

-0.004 respectively). We have seen that the estimated slope coefficient ' p, ' is negatively

related with 'fi' for the study sample period at appropriate significance level. Here, the study

rejects the null hypothesis of equal mean value of credit availability and otherwise. It denotes

that credit availability is restricted. The estimator 'p, 'is also negative.

These results show that the conditional probabilistic belief for transaction is

negatively related with the coefficient of creditworthiness dummy. Therefore, this leads to

inefficient valuation in the futures market. In variance retum, there is the positive impact of

credit availability but with lower value. That is, if the credit availability rises by 1 per cent, on

average, the variance retum rises by about 0.009 per cent.It can be seen in Figure (3) that the

variance rcturn varies from 0.00 to 0.56 over the study sample period.

From first-stage regression estimation result, it is concluded that the

creditworthiness positions are not realized with significant endogenous conditional

probabilistic values for the market participants. Thus the reasons for negative and low

estimated coefficients in first-stage mean equation are explained in the second stage IGARCH

(1, 1) regression models where 'Ms,', 'Mn', and 'C' are used as dependent variables and

'u,-r', 'Lt,-r'tt, 'w,-i, '7,,,' and 'D,' are used as independent variables. Here' the estimated

coefficienE explain the exogenous conditional probabilistic values.

From Table (5), significant estimated slope coefficients '/r.,,', '/r,r', and 'i'rtr'

are 0.62,0.67, and 0.77. This irnplies that if the ffading hours increase by .l per cent of each

1/3 of total trading time-period (around 1.,12 minutes of 1.11.67 minutes), on average, the total

money supply will increase by abolt 0.62,0.67, and 0.77 pet cerfi respectively. This shows

that the increase in money supply has significant effect on tansaction during all the trading

rr It is tested that the twolag length of'r./ i.e. '!,-r' is significant and stationary.
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hours. Therefore, the significant estimated coefficient'/0,' is 0./2. This implies that, if the

equilibrium-trading price rises by .l per cent, on average, the total money supply will rise by

abort 0.I2 per cent. In effect, this will affect the trading transactions and hence returns.

The estimated slope coefficients '?rr', 'irr', and '/,,' are negative with low

significance level. The estimator ' 5r, ' in variance retum (which is volatile in nature. see

Figure 4) is also negative. This implies that money supply has a negative relationship with

creditwonhiness. Results supports the implication from inter bank call rates. If the inter-bank

call rate rises, then demand for the financial resources will fall, and the volume of the call

money will fall and the money stock will be unutilized. Therefore, the lending to banks'

depository participants and other financial institutions will fall and vice-versa. Since the

trading margin has a direct relntionship with the call rate, this financing rate should be at an

appropriate level, so that the availability of resources for reinYestment in nifty futures trading

is ensured.

From Table (6), significant estimated slope coefficients '/r.,', 'irrr', and'irr,'

are -2.51. -1.49, and -1.56. This implies that if the trading hours will increase with .l Per cent

of each l/3 of total trading time-period (around 1./2 minuces of 1l1.67 minutes)' on average,

the number of market lots will increase by about -2.51, -1.49, and -1.56 per cent respectively

This shows that the number of market lots has a significant negative effect on transaction in all

trading hours.

Therefore, the tick-value-size ratio has a negative effect on transaction. This is

because, if market lot is inefficient, then the incentive for investment in nifty market will be

low. Again, inefficient market lot causes inefficient tick value and thus inefficient

discreteness. This discreteness has an important role in nifty pricing. Since this is empirically

inefhcient. the role of it in nifty trading is also inefficient. Therefore. one can conclude that

discreteness is negatively affecting the trading transaction through the inefficient number of

nifty market lots.
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Table 4: f'irst stage IGARCH (1, 1) regression

Figure2: il,=7,- fu- f,M,- 0r*,

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

In first stage, IGARCH (/, /) regression results estimates consists of the daily data from December 02. 2002 to
November 30, 20U. Mean and conditional variance equations areT, = po * !,M , - 0:w, + t ,.
andl,=oo+a,ul_,+arh,_,ra.wl_,.Standarderorsareinparenthesis.Figure(l)and(2)representsthefirst-

stage estimated mean and variance returns respectively.

Estimates First stage model

Bo

B,

B,

ao

al

a2

a3

-2.2663
(0.1 l0s)

-0. I l 17'
(0.0109)

-0.0037"'
(0.0r l8)

0.0079'
(0.0013)

0.9556'
(0.0557)

o.o4M"'
(0.0s57)

0.008?-
(0.0032)

Log-Likelihood
Skewness
Kunosis

Jarque-Bera

7 45.7172
-0.2754"
2.t939'

107.8696'
x Significant at 07o level.
** Significant at lTolevel.
*** Significant at lower than lVolevel.

2003
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Figure 3: h, = d^ + a,ui_, + arh,_, + a.wi_,

From Table (6), it can be seen that the significant estimated slope coefficient' /a,'

is 2.35. This implies that, if the equilibrium-trading price increases by / per cent, on average,

the number of market lots will increase by about 2.35 per cent. In effect, this will affect the

trading transactions positively. Therefore, here one can conclude that there is a positive

relationship between the number of market lots and the trading transactions.

The estimators' izz' and' irr' are negative with low significance level. This means

that other factors are negatively affecting the number of market lots traded in the market. The

estimator'?rr'is positive but insignificant. Here one can say that the creditworthiness has an

insignificant positive impact on the number of market lots and on transactions. The estimator

'4r' i, variance return (which is volatile in nature ranging from 0.0 to -i.5, Figure 5) is

positive and close to zero by 0.009. This implies that the number of market lots and thus the

discreteness have the low or negative impact on transaction with lower creditworthiness.

0.56

0.48

0.40

0.32

0.24

0.16

0.08

0.00

i

ilm llhrJ
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Table 5: Second stage IGARCH (1, 1) regression (M:,)

Figure 4: hr, = 6o, + 6rre2^r,_, * 6rrhr,-, + 6rrwl_,

0.0045

0.0040

0.0035

0.0030

0.002s

0.0020

0.0015

0.0010

0.0005

0.0000

In first stage, IGARCH (/, /) regression results estimates consists of the daily data from December 02, 2002 ro
November 30, 2004. Mean and conditional variance equatrons

*" M ,, = /or * Trl,-r* Tztu,-zt Ttrw,-t+ TotTp,* /rrf D, * €,nt,,

ar,d htt - 50, + 6rrelr,_t + 6ztht,_t + |rrwlr.
Standard crrors iue in parenthesis. Figure (3) represents the estimated second-stage variance returns.

Estimates

1/

?,
v

i,,

i/
I Jt

/,,
n_t\ !

i',,

4,
Los-Likelihood

4,

4,
8,,

Second stage model (M3,)

12.8999'
(0.0736)
-0.0002
(0.000e)
-0.001l"
(0.00097)

-0.00002
(0.0002)

0.1 196'
(0.001l)
0.62r'1'
(0.0660)
0.6658'
(0.0656)
0.7728'
(0.0656)

0.000003'
(0.000001)

0.9667'
(0.03s3)
0.0333"
(0.03s3)

-0.000001"
(0.00000,07)

2t2t.2453
* Significant at )Vo level, ** Significant at lower than lVo level, ** Significant at lower than 17o level

I

lln
]i'tll v

/1
/Tit
fiJ\

2003 20().1
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Table 6: Second stage IGARCH (1, 1) regression (Mr,)

Figure5: h., = 6. + 6r.e|,,-, * d,. h.,-, + 6..wi-,

3.5

3.0

,(
2.0

1.5

t.0

0.5

0.0

In first stage, IGARCH (1, /) regression results estimates consisrs of the daily data from December 02.2002 to
November 30, 2004. Mean and conditional vaflance equatrons

Lt? M r, = le * /nu,-r + /ttu,-t * frtw,-t * TrzTr, * yr.f, D. * r,,r,,

and h., = 6r, * 6,re'n, _, + 6..h.,_t * 6rrni_,
Standard errors qle in parenthesis. Figure (4) represens the estimated second-stage variance retums.

Estimates Second stage model 0vrr)

?*

/,,
?,,

?,,

i,,

/,,,

f:zz
:
/ stt

8*

8,,

bD

8,,

-4.1 270
(0.4615)
-0.r762"
(0. r083)
-0.2340"
(0. l 346)

0.0085
(0.0177)

2.3486'
(0.1280)

-2.5089'
(0.4198)
-1.4930'
(0.4865)
- r .5580'
(0.4832)

0.0416"
(0.0197)
0.8875'
(0.2u7)
0. I 125'-
(0.2M7)

0.0086 "
(0.0129)

Log-Likelihood 266.2920
* Significant at OVo level, ** Significant at lower than I Vo level

I

t,
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Table 7: Second stage IGARCH (1, 1) regression (C)

Figure6: hr, = 6ot + 6,rtl_,+ 6..h",_, + 6r.wi_,

0.64

0.56

0.48

0.40

0.32

0.24

0.16

0.08

0.00

In first stage, IGARCH (1, /) regression results estimates consists of the daily data from December 02, 2002 to

November 30, 2004. Mean and conditional variance equations

Ne C, -- lu + f rtu,-t * lztu,-z + T,wt-t + /ntT r * yrrl D, * ,, ,

and I1r, = do, l 6rrEi-, + 6.rh.,-, + 6rrwi-,
Standard errors are in parenthesis. Figure (5) represents the estimated second-stage variance retums.

Estimates

/,,,

t,

f'.,

tt.l

?.,

i,,,
I 5\2

?,,,

4,

4,
0r.,

4,
Log-Likelihood

Second stage model (C,)
-0.414 t'
(0.0135)

1.0487e-03
(2.2688e-03)

1.8638e-04
(2.6r62e-03)

1.9693e-05
(1.3000e43)

-0.1660'
( 1.6096e-03)

-0.8345'
(3.9022e-03)

-0.6754'
(4. I 123e-03)

-0.9036'
(4.852'7e-03)
-1.8919e-07

(2.6256e-06)
0.973 l'

(8.2868e-03)
0.0269'

(8.2868e-03)

4.2952e-06"
(5.3691e-06 )

1122.05M

* Significant at 07olevel, *x Signiticant at lower than 17o level

n
il

I

I

2003 2004
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In Table (7), the significant estimated slope coefficienrs '/rr,'. 'y'rr., and 'y',.,.,'

are -0.84, -0.68, and -0-90. That is if the trading hours increase by 1 per cent of each l/3 of

total trading time-period (around ,1.,12 mrnutes of 1,1/.67 minutes), on average, the impact cost

increases by -0.84, -0.68, and -0.90 per cent respectively. Therefore, the impact cost has a

significant reduction effect on transactions at 'the last period of the nifty trading hours' than

other trading hours as compared to other trading hours. Surprisingly this impact cost is more

'in between the initial and the last period of the nifty trading.

Table (7), shows that the significant estimator'/., ' is -0.17. This implies that, if the

trading price will increases by 1 per cent, on average, the impact cost wili increase by about -

0.17 per cent, which is more than the other variables. In effect, this will affect the trading

transactions and hence retums. Therefore, equilibrium price where the change in it affects

more than the other variables or.t the change in impact costs. This justifies for the symmetric

inlormation nature of the last trading price.

The estimated slope coefficients '?rr','irr', and'/rr' are positive but close to

zero by 0.N10487,0.00018638. and 0.000019693 at lower significance level. This means that

other factors including the creditworthiness of market participants affects the impact cost

negligibly. Here, one can say that creditworthiness has negligible effect on impact cost when

efficient money supply management through inter-bank call rate exists. Thus, the efficient

effect of impact cost on the trading transaction will withstand.

The estimator '6\. ' in variance retum (which is volatile in nature ranging flom

0.00 to 0.64, Figure 6) is very low by 0.0000042952. This implies that the impact cost is

negligibly related with creditworthiness through its variance retum. From these empirical

results, it is observed that impact cost has a negative effect on transactions. This is because of

inefficient hedging in nifty derivatives market. The risk reduction in securities is less even in

spite of usage of derivatives.
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From both stages of empirical estimation, it is observed that the independent

variables cause the dependent variables. All variables in the two-stage IGARCH (1, l) model

are stationary in nature. In first stage of estimation, it is observed that the trading transaction

and trading margin are cointegrated thereby indicating a long-run relationship between them.

In the first stage of IGARCH (1, /) model, heteroscedasticity with the mean retum is observed

where the estimated coefficienrs are negative. This indicates that, for efficient transaction,

there is a need for efficient trading margin and creditworthiness. The first stage estimation

shows that the transaction value is negative for market participants. This is because the

efficient trading margin and effective creditworthiness positions are not realized due to other

endogenous and exogenous conditional probabilistic values. These are estimated with the

second stage IGARCH (1 , 1) regression models.

From second stage regression estimation, it is observed that there is a direct

relationship between the trading price and money supply and thus the trading transaction. This

money supply increases gradually until the tast trading hour. In variance return, money supply

is negatively related with the creditwonhiness of market participants. In this case. the efficient

inter-bank call rate is necessary to maintain the trading margin for efficient tr.lding

transaction. In effect, efficient returns will be achieved.

The tick value is the product of tick size and contract size. Contract srze is equal to

the product of the base nifty price and the number of market lots, which are traded in the

market. Here, the nifty base value is constant and the tick size is constant. The tick-value-size

ratio. so the price discreteness depends on the number of market lots (market depth).

Therefore. price discreteness and its optimality are iudged through the number of market lots

In this stage, it is observed that there is a positive relationship between the trading price and

number of market lots. However, with negative creditworthiness the number of market lots

has negative impact on trading transactions in all trading hours. Therefore, the price

discreteness has a negative impact on trading transactions.

The impact cost is negatively related with all of the nifty trading hours. Impact cost

is also negatively related with trading price. Creditworthiness has lower effect on impact cost.
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Therefore, impact cost negatively affects the trading transaction. This indicates that the

trading risks and losses are not minimized with hedging positions. From this, one can easily

suggest that with more creditworthiness through efficient money supply management impact

cost will have a positive impact on the trading transaction. Thus, the efficient returns will be

achieved.

CONCLUSION

From the analysis. it is seen that creditworthiness, trading margin, price

discreteness. time of submission of limit orders, number of market lots are derived market

making signals. These derived market making signals have an important role as decision

making signals. Through these signals, investors will be able to infer the market knowledge

and accordingly participate in trading for efficient returns. These results explain the objectives

like to observe the rate of market participation and to evaluate and assess the valuation in the

derivatives market.

The objective i.e. to assess the price discreteness and its optimality. is judged

through the number of market lots. It is empirically observed that there is a positive

relationship between the trading price and number of market lots. However. with negative

creditwofihiness the number of market lots has negative impact on trading transactions in all

trading hours. Therefore, the price discreteness has a negative impact on trading transactions.

The objective i.e. to analyze financial-resource utilization by the bank-custodian

depository participants, it is empirically observed that there is a direct relationship between the

trading price and the total morey supply and thus the trading transaction. Increase in the total

money supply increases the nroney supply in the derivatives market gradually until the last

trading hour. In retum, the total money suPply is negatively related with the creditworthiness

of market participants. In this case, the efficient inter-bank call rate is necessary to maintain

the trading margin for efficient trading transaction and thus returns.
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In addition to the above. the valuation estimator ' B,' it not constant over time.

This is because, the empirical result shows that the estimator 'p,' lttre percentage change in

transaction in response to a one percent change in margin) isl-0.1117l. This shows that the

nifty or price elasticity does not lead to perfect competitive characterr2. This is because in pure

or perfect competitive market, the elasticity of demand is highly elastic, where a small

decrease in margin results in a more than proportional increase in transactions, marginal

revenue is positive, and the total revenue or return increases. This is not the case with the

nifty, where the elasticity of demand is less elastic (i.e.l-0.11171 < 1). Therefore, with this

noncompetitive character, monopoly may emerge and take the advantage of price

discrimination with imbalance nifty pricing.

In another dimension, one may judge for the degree of monopoly nifty in futures

market. Result shows that the market elasticity isl-0.lllTL Therefore, marginal revenue for

this entire nifty trading is,

MR = e(t-t-)

un= n(r -*-)
.vrR = p(r- 8.9526 )

uR = p(-7.9526)

MR = Mar.(-7.9526)

In MR = Margin (- 7.9526), the margin or price is positive and the other part of the

equation of R.F/.S is negative. Therefore. marginal revenue is negative. This negative or falling

marginal revenue indicates that the total revenue or profit curve for nifty trading is concave

and it is w'ith global optima. In this case, the total cost minimization is with global optima. The

'' Here transaction represents the denrand for trading and hence returns and market margin represents price for

this trading. One should nor confuse with the term nifty elasticity and price elasticity, as here both are having the

same definition. Therefore, the elasticity is considered with the price elasticity measurement.
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second stage of estimation shows that if the trading price will increase by 1 per cent on

average the impact cost will increase by about l0.l7l per cent. This elasticity or

responsiveness is greater than the effect of other variables in the model. From this, one can

conclude that the change in marginal cost (MC)13 is more or less with constant state of

situation. This is because the trading price is the risk neutral factor. Therefore, the marginal

cost burden will be almost l-0./71. Where as comparing with it the marginal revenue is more

negative or falling state of nature. In this case, the burden of the marginal cost is greater

leading to loss in tradrng. Hence. this inequality of marginal revenue and marginal cost leads

to the inefficient profit maximizrrron.

ln

l'.lC

' t-0'.-)

addition, the

MC

nifty (firm) in futures market is with the economic set up of

l-(l/r-o.llr7 r) l-(8.9s26)
MC 

= -o.l2s7(MCl. Here. the
-'t .9526

demand (transaction) is less elastic therefore the price (margin) is not close or equal to the

marginal cost. Therefore, the inequality of marginal revenue and marginal cost clearly shows

that the perfect competitive nitiy does not exist where the total retum is falling. In this case.

the appropriate credit policy through inter-bank call rate mechanism is required to ensure the

liquidity position.

Together these results indicate that there is the adverse selection effect on

valuation, resource mobilization. and trading direction with the monopoly power 09. The

competitive profit maximization is not achieving in the nifty restricting the market efficiency,

and transparency. Hence. the asymmetric information in nifty trading withstands. However,

this is expected that in course of time nifty futures will evolve into a competitive market

Ieading to the efficient valuation.

These empirical results are the driving forces to analyze, assess, and judge market

making and creditworthiness for nifty futures with signaling and screening equilibrium market

model.

Lr Here this impact cost is tbe proxy tbr lhe toial cost in nifty trading.

MC
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DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Future research can focus on the hedging effectiveness and efficiency in other

market activities like speculation and arbitration. In this context too significance of market

making signals is underscored.
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APPENDIX

Al: List of NSE F&0 sub.brokers in Hubli-Dharwad City

NSE F&O sub-brokers
st.
No.

Name and .{ddress Trading Registration Number
at NSE/SEBI

I Mr. Ishwar Ningappa Yenagi
Kotak Securities Ltd.,
Achyut Arcade,
P. B. Road, Besides Corporation Bank.
Dharwad, 580 001, Karnataka.

INB 230808130

2 Mr. Santosh Holihosur
Asit C Mehta Investment Interrnediaries Ltd.
Shakti Securities,
Holihosur Building,
Near H.P.O,Station Road,
Dharwad, 580 001, Kamataka.

INS 23203091 U23-0s072

J Mr. Manoj M. Bhandari
IL&FS Investment Secunties Ltd.,
Shop No.6, l'r Flr..
Corporation Building, Sublrash Road,

Dharwad, 580 00 I , Karnutaka.

INB 231020833

4 Mr. Rajashekhar N Chakalabbi
Bulz-l Securities.
Horkeri Building, l*' Flr..
Citi Complex, City Market,
Dharwad, 580 001, Kamataka.

INB 23 t041238

5 Mr. Basavaraj S Moolge
Apollo Sindhoori Capital lnvestments Ltd.
Prasad Drug Emporium Municipal No. 10402,

P. B. Road, Dharwad, 580 006, Karnataka.

INS 232344213 t23-r0539

6 Mr. Muralidhar Singonamirlli
Anagram Securities Ltd.
# 36. Vatsalya Hastinapur Layout,
Hubti, 580 023, Karnataka.

7197013/NSE/BSE
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42: NSE F&O Investors at Kotak Securities Ltd., Achyut Arcade,
P. B. Road, Dharwad, 580 001, Karnataka.

st.
No.

Name and Address Trading Number at
Kotak Securities Ltd.,
for NSE F&O trading.

I lr{r. Mahesh S Tallur
Shrinagar, 2nd Cross.
Dharwad, Karnataka.

v32V4

2 lvlr. Khajachasanali L Nadai
J.C., Dharwad, Karnataka.
Ph. No.: 9448304'195

3 Mr. Arjun N Kambogi
Candhi Nagar, Dharwad. Karnataka.
Ph. No.: 9448751625

AZPZ3

4 Nlr. Mallikarjun A M
Sreenagar Circle, Dharwad, Karnataka.
Ph. No.: 9242851844

xPo60

5 Iltr. Namdev Gurunathappa Bhasme

Siddharoda Nagar, Behind Radhakrishna Nagar,
Dharwad, Karnataka. Ph. No.: 9449354580

NKQFO

6 IvIr. Vrushabhaling Kallapa C
Navodaya Nagar, Dharwad, Karnataka.
Ph. No.: 9845541089

VXAPO

7 Mr. Rajendra S Hosamath
# 93, Shivagiri,
Dharwad, Karnataka.

RNUIT

8 Mr. Shivakumar Anad
# 23, Tahasildar Galli,
Dharwad, Karnataka.

Q2313

9 Mr. Shashidhar Kadlur
KY5 Avenue, Hariyal Road. Shrinagar,
Dharwad, Karnataka. Ph. No.: 94481 I 1886

YHNI3

l0 Mr. Irfan Ahmed M Shaikh
Hoayallpur Road, Dharwad. Karnataka.
Ph. No.:9448838571

IAG86

1l Mr. Achuyt Narayan
Tejesvi Nagar, Dharwad. Karnataka.
Ph. No.: 9448368569

xHo89

12 Mr. Prakash G M
Shrinagar Circle, Near Railway Cate,
Dharwad, Karnataka. Ph. No.: 9845333642

YBSI3

l3 Mr. Mahantesh B Bankapur
Narayanpur, Dharwad, Karnrtaka.
Ph. No.: 94483'11577

M6885

t4 Mr. Ramachandra N Karpur'
Tejesvi Nagar, Dharwad. Karnataka.
Ph. No.: 9448916335

XRVNI

l5 Mr. Nijaguna Prabhu S Kongi
# 9, Srinagar, Dharwad, Karnataka.
Ph. No.: 9886222140

Inv. Con./Investor
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A3: Questionnaire for NSE F&O sub-brokers

Please make a tick mark '!' for the following information(s) wherever it is applicabte.

l. Name and address:

2. Trading registration number at NSUSEBI:

ves[ NoE

ves[, *"E

7. Profession / Designation: Investor l_l . sur-uroter[, Brokerl-l , Investment Consultantl-l

8. Year(s) of securities market experience:

z0rI,z02 I,, u03 I. u04 I,-ot I,-r0 I,z15 E,:20 I
9. Year(s) of derivatives market experience:

:or[ ,:02E,=0, I,=ooI, :osfl .,0 I,."I, :2oI

10. Total nurnber of clients:

I l. It is expected that the total nurnber of clients will increase. Y.rf , N" E

12. Daily nifty trading volume (Rs.):

F

3.Age: s2oI , =roE, =*oI, ssoE, s6oE

4. Education: Under-graduat" 
E 

Graduatel-l , Post-graduatell

5. I have a professional course on securities or derivatives market.

6. I have undergone the training on securitres and derivatives market.

t
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A3: Continued

Please make a tick mark '{' for the following statements wherever it is applicable

S.N. Statements Yes No

I CNX nifty trading is cornfortable with Dealers, Brokers, and Investors.

z. Daily nifty trading volume is enough for assuring the commission / profit.

3 Daily nifty open interest is enough for assuring the commission / profit.

4. Open interest and trading volume heavily depend on the local market

5. For local market, the online trading is more convenient.

6. Lcrcal online trading depends on the local advertisement of the nifty futures.

1. Out-of-state and foreign online trading does exist.

8. Local online trading is pret'erable than the out-of-state and foreign online trading.

9. Usually all the order values are entered through the front end of Regular Book.

l0 It rs easy to trade with rnarket orders than the limit orders for the nifty futures

ll It is easy to trade with timit orders than the market orders for the nifty futures.

t2. Submission of limit orders is hrgh during;

a. The initial periods of nifty trading.

b. The last periods ofnifty trading.

c. In between initial and last periods of nifty trading,

13. Submission of market orders is liigh during;

a. The initial periods ofnifty trading.

b. The last periods ofnifty trading.

c. In between initial and last periods of nifty trading

t4. Usually a high difference betrveen nifty spot and futures price does exist'

15. All passive orders are used to be executed.

16. All active orders are used to be executed.

17. All good-till-day orders are prelerred in trading than day, GTC and fill/kill orders.

18. AIways the order execution laces the basis risk with costs (at least time wise).

19. Small hedgers do exist in niliv trading.

20. Large hedgers do exist in nil'ty trading.

2t For nifty, 'hedging' experiences with futile trading.

22. Small speculators do exist in nilty trading.

/.3. Large speculators do exist in niftv trading.

24. For nifty, 'speculation' experiences with futile trading.
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A3: Continued

S.N. Statements Yes No

25. 'Arbitrage' is one of the imporrant trading activities for nifty trader.

26. Transaction cost is well adjusted rvith arbitrage in cash market.

27. The present tick size is enough fbr trading activities

28. Present tick size is enough ro piace buy and sell limiVmarket orders.

29. Tick size does affect the subnrission of limitimarket orders.

30. Submission rate of limiVrnarket olders do affect the tick size.

3l Usually number of ticks fbr placrng limit/market orders are high during

a. The inrtial periods of nifty trading.

b. The last periods ofnifty trading

c. In between initial and last periods of nifty trading.

32. Number of ticks is under the contlol of clearing members.

33. Number of ticks is under the control of trading members.

34. Number of ticks is under the control of clients.

35. Tick size is very much related with the trading margins.

36 For derivatives trading all types ol margin are at satisfactory level.

31. The initial margin is appropriate at both client and proprietary level.

38. There is no hassle for initial nrirrgin collection at client level.

39. For client, the proper and colrect intbrmation on initial margin is available.

40. Clients are easy to deposit the initial margins.

4t The brokerage commission is ensured satisfactorily.

42. Market participants may have the access of the call money market.

43. Call rate may be an alternltive to bank rate for nifty trading if (42) is satisfied.

44. Depository participants and clearing banks may use the call money market.

45. The availability of funds and seculities by pay-in time is;

a. = l00Vo

b. < 1009o

c. > 1007o

d. Not sure
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A4: Questionnaire for NS^E F&O investors

::i::T:::.::::T:::.l.i:::l: l:T::t::::.T1:::1ll_::T:::.i'_',_iiryllll_lil.

l. Name and address:

2. Client rnembership number:

a

D

3.Age: :2oI , s3o!. .ro[, ssol , s6o[

4. Education: Under-graduat. E . Graduatell , Post-graduatell

5. I have a professional course on securitie: or derivatives market.

ves[, Nof]
6. I have undergone the training on secrrrttles and derivatives market.

ves[,*"E

7. Profession / Designation: Investor I_l. SrU-U.ote.fl, Brokerl_l , Investment Consultantll

8. Year(s) of securities market expertence:

zor[,=0, E, -0, E. zo+ f , :05 [, -,0 I,=tt [.:20 n
9. Year(s) of derivatives market experrence:

.o'8,:02[,203 I .04 I, =orf] .,0 I,='rI, -roE

tF

t
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A4: Continued

Please make a tick mark '!' for the tbllowing statements wherever it is applicable.

S.N. Statements Yes No

I CNX nifty trading is comfortable with Deaiers, Brokers, and Sub-brokers.

2. Daily nifty trading volume is enough for assuring the profit

3 Daily nifty open interest is enough for assuring the profit.

+. Open interest and trading volunre heavily depend on the local market.

5. For local market, the online trading is more convenient.

6. Local online trading depends on the local advertisement of the nifty futures,

'7. Out-of-state and foreign online trading does exist.

8. Local online trading is preferable than the out-of-state and foreign online trading.

9. Usually all the order values are entered through the front end of Regular Book.

10. It is easy to trade with market orders than the limit orders for the nifty futures.

ll It is easy to trade with timit orders than the market orders for the nifty futures.

12. Submission of limit orders is lrrgh during;

a. The initial periods of nifty trading.

b. The last periods of nifty trading.

c In between initial and last periods of nifty trading.

13. Submission of market orders is high during;

a. The initial periods of nifty trading.

b. The last periods ofnifty trading.

c. In between initial and last periods of nifty trading.

14. Usually a high difference between nifty spot and futures price does exist.

15. All passive orders are used to be executed.

16. All active orders are used to be executed.

l'7 . All good-till-day orders are pleterred in trading than day, GTC and fitl/kill orders.

t8. Always the order execution faces the basis risk with costs (at least time wise).

19. Small hedgers do exist in nil'ty tlading.

20. Large hedgers do exist in nil't1'tlading.

2t For nifty, 'hedging' experiences with futile trading.

22. Small speculators do exist in niliy trading.

23. Large speculators do exist in nitiy trading.

24. For nifty, 'speculation' experiences with futile trading.

c

t
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.{4: Continued

S.N. Statements Yes No

25. 'Arbitrage' is one of the rmportant trading activities for nifty trader.

26. Transaction cost is well adjusted with arbitrage in cash market.

27. The present tick size is enough lor trading activities.

28. Present tick size is enough to place buy and sell limiVmarket orders.

29. Tick size does affect the submission of limit/market orders.

30. Submission rate of limiurnarket orders do affect the tick size.

3l Usually number of ticks tbr placing limit/market orders are high during

a. The rnrtial periods of nifty trading.

b. Tlre last periods ofnifty trading.

c. In benveen initial and last periods of nifty trading.

32. Number of ticks is under the control of clearing members

33. Number of ticks is under the corrtrol of trading members.

34. Number of ticks is under the control of clients.

35. Tick size is very much related witli the trading margins.

36. For derivatives trading all types ol rnargin are at satisfactory level.

37. The initial margin is approprille at both client and proprietary level.

38. There is no hassle for initial rnargin collection at client level.

39. For client the proper and correct information on initial margin is available.

40. Chents are easy to deposit thc initial margins.

4t The brokerage commission is ensured satisfactorily.

42. Market participants may hrve the access of the call money market.

43. Call rate may be an alternative to bank rate for nifty trading if (42) is satisfied.

44. Depository participants and clearing banks may use the call money market.

45. The availability of funds and securities by pay-in time

a. = l00Vo

ts;

b. < 100Vo

c. > l00Vo

d. Not sure

a

t

tl
I
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A5: Responses fnrnt NSE F&O sub-brokers, Hubli-Dharwad city

Characteristics Res, Inst. No. of TR TR(Vo\
l. Number of Respondents 06

2. Number of Registered Respondents (Sub-brokers). 06 100

3. Age 20-30 03 50.00

30-40 0i t6.67

Above 40 02 33.34

4. Educatron Graduate 03 50.00

Post Graduate 03 50.00
5. Knowledge in Trading (Professional Course) Yes 04 66.67

No 02 33.33

6. Knowledge in Trading (Practicll Trading) Yes 05 83.33

No 0l t6.67

7. Designation Sub-broker 06 r00

8. Securitres Trading Expenence Less than 5 years 02 33.33

5-15 years 03 50.00

Above l5 years 0l t6.5'7

9. Derivatives Trading Experience Less than 3 years 0l t6.61

3-5 years 02 33.33

Above 5 years 03 50.00

10. Total Clients Above 100 04 66.61

Below 100 02 33.33

I l. Clients' participation in trading Increase 05 83.33

Decrease

12. Trading Volume (in Rs. Lakh) 20 02 33.33

50 03 s0.00

80 0l 16.6,1

Res. Irtst. : Response instructions
No. of TR: Number of total responders
TR (7o): Percentage of responders to the number of respondents.

a
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S.N R No. of TR TR a'7o) s.\-' R No. ofTR TR(7ot
i Y 04 66.67 1< Y 05 83.3 3

N 0l 16.61 N 0l 16.67

2. Y 02 _rJ.J-1 26. Y 06 100.00

N 03 50.00 N 00 0.00
J. 00 0.00 27. Y 05 83.33

06 100.00 N 0i t6.67
1. Y 0l t6.67 28. Y 04 66.61

N 05 83.3 3 N 0l t6.61
) Y 03 50.00 29. Y 03 50.00

N 03 50.00 N 03 s0.00

6. Y 02 JJ.JJ 30. Y 03 50.00
04 66.67 N 03 50.00

7. Y 03 50.00 3l a. Y 04 66.67

03 )0 00 N 0l t6.67

8. Y 04 66.67 3rb. Y 02 33.33

0l t6.61 N 04 66.67

9. Y 05 83.i3 3lc. Y 0l t6.6'7

N 00 0.00 N 04 66.67

10. ) 05 J -1. -r -) 32. Y 02 13.33

N 0l 16.6'7 N 01 66.67

ll 't 04 66.67 33. Y 0t t6.6'7

N 02 -)J.-'J N 04 66.67

l2a ) 03 50.(x) 34. Y 0l 16.61

I 02 N 04 66.67

I 2b. \ 0l 16.b7 35. Y 04 66.67

N 04 66.67 N 0l t6.67

l2c. Y 02 -r -1. _) -) 36. Y 04 66.67

N 0t 16.6'7 N 02 33.33

I 3a. Y 03 50.(x) 37. Y 04 66.67

N 02 J-t-_\--. N 02 33.33

I 3b. Y 02 J J.-r j 38. Y 05 83.3 3

N 03 -50.00 N 0t t6.67

I 3c. Y 04 66.61 39. Y 06 100.00

N 00 0.(x) N 00 0.00

11. Y 05 40. Y 04 66 67

N 0l r6.67 N 02 33.33

15. Y 03 50.00 4t Y 05 83.33

N 03 50.00 N 0l t6.67

16. Y 04 66.61 42. Y 03 50.00

N 02 N 02 3 3.33

17. Y 05 8l.i __1 43. Y 03 50.00

N 00 0.00 N 02 33.33

l8 Y 03 -50.00 44. Y 04 66.67

N 02 :r.tl N 02 JJ,JJ

19. Y 0t I (r.(r7 45a. Y 05 83.33

N 04 (r(r.h N 00 0.00

20. Y 05 a ).1-) 45b. Y 00 0.00

N 0t t6.6,- N 0l 16.6 r-

2t. Y 05 d -r. -1 -1 45c. Y 00 0.00

N 0l I 6.(r7 N 0l t6.67

22. Y o'l 50.(x) 45d. Y 0t 16.67

N 02 ,) -). -),l N 0l 16.6't

23. Y 06 t00.00
N 00 0.00

24. Y 05 d-)..r-)

N 0l 16.(r7

>

t

t

I

I
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A6: Responscs from NSE F&O inyestors, Hubli-Dharwad City

Res. Inst. : Response instructions.
No. of TR: Number of total respontlers.
TR (7o): Percentage ofresponders to tlte nunrberofrespondents.

Characteristics Res. Inst. No.of TR "lR lVo )
l. Number of Respondents l5 i00.00
2. Total Respondents (Investors) l5 r00.00
3. Age 20-30 08 53.33

30-40 04 26.67

Above 50 03 20.00
4. Educatron Graduate 10 66.67

Post Graduate 05 33.33

5. Knowledge in Trading (Professionirl Course) Yes 05 33.33
No l0 66.61

6. Knowledge in Trading (Practical 1'raining) Yes 2'7.00

No l1 73.33

7. Designation Investor 15 100.00

8. Securities Trading Experience Less than 5 years l4 93.31

5-15 years

Above 15 vears 01 06.67

9. Derivatives Trading Experience Less than 3 years 07 16.67

3-5 years 06 40.00

Above 5 years 0l 06.67

a

I





A6: Continued
s.N R No. of TR 'lll ( Vo S,N R No. of TR TR(.oa)
I \, r3 86.67 ,< Y t2 80.00

N 02 I I. )J N 03 20.00
L Y t2 80.00 26. Y u 73.33

N 03 N 04 26.67

3. 1' 06 40.00 7 Y ll 13.33

07 .+6.67 N 04 26.6 t-

4. Y 04 26.67 28. Y ll '73.33

10 66.6i N 04 26.67

5 Y u 71.-j 3 29. Y l0 66 6'7

N 04 26.67 N 05 33.33

6. Y 06 40.00 30. Y ll i3.33
09 60.00 N u 26.67

7 l. 09 60 00 3la Y l0 66.67

N 06 J(l (x) N 04 26.6i

8. \ ll 3l b. Y 05 33.3:1

N 04 16.67 N 04 26.67

9. Y t2 lJr).( )() 3lc. Y 04 26.61

N 03 I l().()0 N 06 40.00

l0 \ ll r_ 1J 11 Y l5 100.00

i\ 05 N 00 0.00

ll Y 08 JJ Y t2 80.00

N o7 46.67 N 02 13.33

l2a. Y o7 t6.67 34. Y 05 33.33

N 05 N 09 60.00

t2b. Y 06 .10.0i) 35 Y 09 60.00

N 06 ).00.,1 N 06 40.00

l2c. Y 02 | -). -t -t 36. Y 05 33.33

N 08 5.1 N 09 60.00

I 3a. Y r0 666 37 Y 01 46.67

N 03 20.00 N 08 53.3 3

I 3b. Y 06 l 38. Y 07 46.67

N 04 16 67 N 08 53.33

I 3c. Y 03 2().00 39. Y t2 80.00

N 06 .l { ).1 N 03 20.00

14. Y 1l 7 40. Y l0 66.67

N 04 l(r.67 N 05 JJ33

15. Y 05 4t Y ll 3373

N t0 6() ( N 04 26.6'1

l6 Y 08 5l 42 Y 09 60.00

N 06 40.( N 05 33.33

t7 Y 06 40.( 43. Y 09 60.00

N 08 51 N 05 33.33

l8 Y t2 s0.r 44 Y 07 46.67

N 02 I N 07 46.67

t9 Y 08 45a Y 07 46.67

N 07 Jha N 02 13.33

20. Y 08 i 45b. Y 04 26.6'7

N 07 J(r ( N 05 JJ33

2t. Y ll 45c. Y 04 26.67

N 0.1 l(r.(r N 04 26.67

22. Y l0 6(t.57 45d. Y 0t 6.67

N 05 N 05 33 33

23. Y l0 66.r.

N 05

24. Y l0 66

N 05

56
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